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A reader sends great questions, not just because of the interesting topics of each, but also and 

mostly because of what humans believe about time, events and the future. I think it's beneficial  

–before we turn to The Committee– to once again review what they have explained about 

timelines, events and the past.  

 

The date this post is published –the 28th of July in human year 2021– is one month before the 

28th of August of this same year, according to our human numbering system number line, called 

a calendar.  

 

We know on the 28th of next month, we will be able to stop, turn around and look back at the 

events of each day from now until then. The days will form a line extending back from where we 

are. The line will also extend back as far as we can look, if we want to. 

 

We know that many, and nearly an infinite number, of paths also extend forward from where we 

are now. We have free will to choose, select and decide. Which line we take, we have yet to 

decide on Earth, because we are part of the daylight to darkness cycle our planet's rotation 

creates.    

 

An infinite number of lines, a series of events, also extend back behind us, BUT we don't see the 

ones not taken; we see only what history records. Multiple timelines, or sequences, or series of 

events, exist even if we don't see them, just as the Moon exists even if it hasn't yet risen.  

 

Consider time, past and future events and probabilities, as if you were the center of a bicycle 

wheel, spokes extending in all directions, in an almost infinite number. You only decide which of 

these spokes will form the past and which will become the future, based on the direction YOU 

choose to travel along them. 

 

Common occurrences affect many souls, either a participants in the event or as observers. Other 

events will not neither involve you nor enter your awareness; the history of Upper Swaziland you 

never studied and might not know exists, does not require your membership as observer, 

participant or knowledgeable of its history, for it to exist for other humans.  

 

These common event questions which follow, share this similar quality; does the future exist as a 

certainty, or is it still variable? Since these questions require the foundation of the Earth timeline 

environment and illusion, the answer according to The Committee is: "No. Your past can also be 

chosen, as easily and widely as you can still determine the future."     

 

Q. What will happen in North Korea? Any possibility of reunification with the South or a 

regime change this year or the next? 

C: The possibility exists always, the probabilities changing by the day. In the next year or 

two no influences outside the two Koreas will come to force a union, German style. Eventually 

the differences will fade, the forces causing the creation of th two nations far more encompassing 

and far reaching to allow the maintenance or reunification to become meaningful, either inside 

the Koreas or the continent.   

 



 

Q.  Will the Taliban again rule Afghanistan? Will there be any Russian intervention in 

Afghanistan? 

C: The Taliban has mutated except in name. The Russians will not become directly 

involved, yet still hold aspirations of controlling the region for commercial purposes and will 

attempt to exert influence to gain business control and opportunity. The Taliban are attempting to 

regain influence and power and will increase what they have now.  

 

Q.  Any possibility of an earthquake of about Magnitude 9 occurring this year anywhere on 

Earth? 

C: This possibility is permanent.  

 

Q.  Will there be a "Solar Flash" or plasma ejection from the Sun in 2021 or 2022? What 

will be the effects of a solar flash on the humans and satellites? 

C: Yes, the effects already studied and well known. You would like to know the date and 

intensity of effects, yes? Wait until the event and you shall know.  

 

Q.  Will there be a significant power grid collapse in US / Canada this year? 

C: No, but we do not consider a blackout a collapse.  

 

Q.  When the oil shock happens, will Russia benefit from the high oil price? 

C: Of course.   

 

Q.  How long will Putin rule? 

C: Watch and enjoy.  

 

Q. All the talks about alien disclosure virtually stopped with the 9 page report on UAP, 

which was a damp squib. What next? 

C: Your alien extraterrestrial cousins steadily continue the increase in contacts. The majority 

of mankind continues to want only thrills and entertainment, governments continue to conceal, 

cover-up and lie.  

  

Q.  Was there any life on Venus at any point of time? Any life now? 

C: Yes to both, none humans would recognize or even be able to see.  


